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In the US there is an outstanding number of individuals
experiencing a Substance Use Disorder {SUD). This
research study employed a mixed methods approach
to investigate the effect of Trauma Informed Yoga {TIY)
intervention on 20 participants experiencing a SUD.

dropped following the TIY intervention.
● The majority of participants reported: ethnicity as white,
relationship status as single, between the ages of 31-39,
that they have been in recovery for a year or more, had
been to ten or more TIY classes in the last year, and that
their cravings had decreased since beginning TIY.
● Qualitative themes that emerged included: spirituality,
physical health, mental health, no impact, neutral,
generally positive, and emotional relief. {see figure 3)

Introduction
Figure 1. Levels of
Relaxation

● SUD often co-occurs with unaddressed trauma
● Unaddressed Trauma poses a threat to long-term
SUD recovery
● Tl practices have known benefits for this population
● Yoga is known to benefit those in recovery from SUD
● There is limited research regarding the impact of TIY
on SUD recovery

Discussion Conclusions

Hypothesis
Researchers expect that TIY will have a positive impact
on individuals currently in SUD recovery, and that yoga
practice will decrease overall anxiety.
Figure 2. Word Map

Methods
•A mixed methods, exploratory approach was used
•Data was collected through surveys; survey included
closed-ended and open-ended questions
•19 individuals participated in this research study
•Participants were asked to take a pretest prior to
participating in their TIY class, and a posttest after
•A shortened, six-item form of the The Spiel berger
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory {STAI) was used to
measure participants anxiety levels before and after
yoga intervention
•Participants were also asked how they felt yoga had
impacted their recovery
•Data was analyzed using a T-test and thematic
analysis

● Participant's self-reported anxiety levels significantly

Qualitative Results: How trauma-informed yoga (TIY)
effects Participant's recovery fro•m substance use
20% feel
I I neutral or
didn't respond
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25% said that TIY positively
contributes to spirituality

50% report that TIY positively
impacts physical health
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40% say that TIY increases
mental health benefits

75% feel that TIY is generally
positive for recovery
•

I

15°/o say that TIY does not
impact their recovery

55% feel emotional
relief from TIY

Figure 3. Qualitative Results

• We explored a gap in research by evaluating individual
experiences of participants in TIY recovery classes.
• Findings from this research have expanded knowledge of
SUDs and benefits of TIY practice, as well as the success of
TIY for this population.
• This study produced strong results among our sample,
supporting our hypothesis- that TIY positively affects
substance use recovery and anxiety levels, aiding in the
healing process. This study is harmonious with a
harm-reduction model, using modalities that improve the
quality of life for people with current and/or past
substance use issues and giving a voice to drug users.
• Findings from this research study may inform future
research surrounding the impact of TIY on individuals
experiencing a SUD, as well as inform future interventions
and practices designed to benefit this population.
Trauma informed yoga ''... helps me give bad feelings
away''- anonymous study participant
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